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Adjectives: degrees of comparison
There are three degrees of comparison

Big- positive degree
Bigger- comparative degree
Biggest- superlative degree

We use the positive degree of an adjective when we are not making any comparison.
So this degree is used with one person or thing only.

We use the comparative degree of an adjective when we are comparing two persons
or things ( or two groups of persons or things)

We use the superlative degree of an adjective when we are comparing more than 
two persons or things or more than two groups of persons or things.

  Read the table:

POSITIVE COMPARATIVE SUPERLATIVE
Small Smaller                              Smallest
brave braver Bravest
Happy Happier Happiest
Beautiful  More beautiful Most beautiful
Good Better Best
Little Less Least
Many/Much More Most

Fill in the blanks with the correct degree of adjectives, choosing from the bracket.

Rohini is my__________ (good) friend. She is the ______( intelligent)  girl in the 
class. Her ______ (young) sister. Neha also studies in our school. She is as 
________ (beautiful) as her sister. Rohini is_________( tall) than Neha. 



Read these idioms and their meaning

1) Beat about the bush- to talk about something for a long time without mentioning 
the main point.
2)  Turn a blind eye (to something)- to pretend not to notice something bad is 
happening.
3)  Once in a blue moon- rarely
4)  No stone unturned- try every possible course of action in order to achieve 
something.
5) (Be) all ears- be listening eagerly

Use the idioms given above to complete these sentences. Remember to make
necessary changes

1. Jaya did not know how to tell her teacher that she did not complete the 
project.  So she talked about all kinds of things. She was beating about 
the bush.

2. Don’t worry! We’ll ___________________ until we find the missing 
necklace.

3. Grandmother was telling the children the story of Sindbads adventures. 
The children listen to very attentively. They_____________________.

4. My aunt and her family live in Poland. They do not visit us too often we 
see them _____________________

5. The maths teacher likes Manoj very much because he is polite and 
kind. So she ______________________ when he does some mischief.


